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Introduction

Welcome to the Secondary Media Studies and the Secondary English and Media Studies course for 2018/19. We look forward to working with you this year and supporting your development towards becoming successful teachers. Learning to teach is a complex, demanding process: our aim is to enable you to become stimulating, enthusiastic teachers, able to reflect critically on your practice and to continue to develop professionally throughout your career. The pre-course educational autobiography is designed to start this process of critical reflection, by encouraging you to explore your current philosophy and attitudes towards teaching and learning, based on your personal experience. By the end of the course, we hope that you will have gained a deeper understanding of the nature and purpose of the mass media and the role of the media studies teacher in developing pupils’ thinking and knowledge. We are keen to develop articulate advocates for the subject who are able to impact on the delivery of the subject at school level but also have a perspective on wider debates around media teaching.

The University of Sussex have pioneered the media studies QTS route through GTP, School Direct and now the PGCE route. Sussex also has a strong tradition of media studies at undergraduate and postgraduate level but also pioneered school based teacher training. Media Studies is popular with many schools in Sussex and we hope to produce high quality teachers that will impact on the quality of outcomes for pupils. You have been chosen for your specialism in media through previous study or a prior career in the media. Therefore, you will are likely to have some significant subject knowledge gaps. The aims of our curriculum studies are to foster a critical understanding of media pedagogy but also to equip you with the theoretical knowledge and practical skills required for successful completion of the programme.

The media studies handbook is designed to extend the main PGCE handbook, giving subject-specific guidance to trainees and mentors. All elements of the secondary PGCE media studies course are devised to enable trainees to meet the professional ‘Standards’ for Qualified Teacher Status (Ofsted, 2012). The course is also organised to ensure that trainees have the opportunity to meet the Standards more than once, in both school and university-based elements. Keith Perera is the programme leader for media studies but will invite specialists to share their expertise in aspects of media teaching and learning. This wider team boasts respected academics, teachers, practitioners, examination board members and senior leaders in schools. Keith Perera will be your tutor who will visit and observe you in schools, support you in preparing for assignments, mark your work and answer any queries about your school experience.

Keith Perera: k.perera@sussex.ac.uk  Tel. 01273 606755
Rationale and aims of the secondary Media course

The idea of working together in partnership underpins all aspects of the course, and is central to the Media Studies programme. The Sussex PGCE and School Direct programmes are run by a partnership between the University of Sussex and many local schools: The Sussex Consortium for Teacher Education and Research. All the partners in the Consortium share responsibility for planning, evaluating and successfully running the programme, and remain closely in touch throughout the year. Planning for Media Studies is carried out by the curriculum tutor through engagement with prior evaluations and liaison with other stakeholders. Monitoring and evaluation also takes place in these meetings and informally during the year. Trainees are also encouraged to feedback their experiences and suggest ideas to improve provision, and these suggestions are generally incorporated into future planning. University and school experiences are mutually dependent – what is learnt in one context is applied and reflected upon in the other. Therefore, work in the university and schools is designed to:

- be complementary and mutually reinforcing;
- ensure trainee progress throughout the year so that all trainees meet the Standards;
- provide scope for individually differentiated training needs, targets and review;
- offer additional enhancement of trainee experience.

Examples of the above are:

1. Complementary and reinforcing

- Mentor sessions are, wherever practically appropriate, linked to university sessions to cover similar aspects of the Standards: see the calendar mentor sessions for Placements 1 and 2 in the main handbook.
- Trainees, mentors and university tutors share the same subject-specific guidelines for discussion in mentor sessions, target setting, review and assessment purposes.
- Course developments are agreed in mentor meetings and there is opportunity for regular review and evaluation of trainees’ experiences.
- Trainees are given tasks to complete in school, which are discussed in both mentor and curriculum sessions.

2. Trainee progress and differentiated training needs

- Trainees start to work on subject gaps, identified at interview, prior to the course and these feed into the directed tasks set during the course, and the subject audit, both of which are regularly reviewed throughout the course by mentors and curriculum tutors
- Mentors are provided with trainees’ initial audit information to plan a suitable timetable and training programme
- Mentors review trainee progress weekly and more formally at the end of each school placement, prior to completion of the Professional Practice Profile. Mentors use the calendar of mentor training sessions to structure their training, but tailor this to the particular needs of their trainees. The Professional Practice Profile is started at the end of placement 1 and is passed to the second-placement mentor and professional tutor, who use it to plan a suitable timetable and mentor programme, ensuring that the trainees’ needs are met so that they can achieve the Standards at an appropriate level. The professional tutor and mentor complete this document at the end of second placement, reviewing all the accumulated evidence, in consultation with the trainee.
- Trainees keep records of their mentor-training sessions to provide an ongoing record of their progress in meeting targets and make these available to second-placement mentors and curriculum tutors.

3. Enhancement
Each year, we run a range of interesting curriculum sessions enhanced by outside speakers, topics or venues. We aim to run most of these sessions this year:

- Additional training sessions led by visiting mentors with particular expertise in key areas of Media Studies, e.g. technology and assessment
- A day visit to an ‘outstanding’ urban, multi-lingual school to explore community diversity, teaching students with English as an Additional Language and achievement.
- Cross-curricular experiences to explore links between the subjects e.g. visit to The Globe and the BFI
- A dedicated session on media at a primary school.
- The opportunity to develop expertise in the teaching, monitoring and assessment of small groups of pupils from early in the course, through a particular focus on this aspect.
- Opportunity to take part in BBC School Report

Professional values and expectations

As a trainee teacher, you will be regarded as a professional colleague by staff in the university and school, and should be treated as a member of staff by pupils in your school placement. There is thus a requirement that you behave in a proper and professional manner at all times. You are on a professional course so **punctuality, full attendance and completion of all tasks** are essential on all aspects of the school and university components.

This includes not only formal written assignments and presentations, but also readings, lesson observations, preparation of lessons and so on. It is also essential that you take responsibility for maintaining your teaching files in an orderly and up to date state. Failure to meet these requirements may put your progress on the course in jeopardy.

Please ensure that you understand your school’s policy on reporting absence in induction week, in the event of illness: whom to contact, by which time in the morning and at which point a doctor’s certificate would be required. It is essential that you do not solely communicate absence by text or e-mail as your lessons need to be covered, so it is your responsibility to ensure that key teachers have this information early in the morning.

You should always set work or give the school some idea of the content of the lesson, so that cover for your lesson can be arranged. As a trainee teacher, you will also broadly follow school holidays (see calendar in the main handbook), although note that half-terms are ‘directed study weeks’, allowing you to focus on assignments and school preparation and that you are sometimes required to attend university during this time. School holidays are long, compared with those of other professions, and so non-urgent dentist or other appointments must be arranged in these.
Professional Practice Tracker

The purpose of the Professional Practice Tracker is to:

- Record your progress towards the Teachers’ Standards
- Provide a focus for discussion for you and your mentor about your progress
- Assist in writing your End of Phase Reflections
- Provide a dialogue between you and your university tutor when you are in school

The Professional Progress Tracker is an online tool that uses a G-Suite (Google) account. You will be sent details of your username and password along with a link to your personal tracker document later on in the course.

The Professional Practice Tracker will be monitored on a regular basis by your university tutor and at specific points of the year by your mentor. The tracker will feed directly into your PPP reports and final RPK assessment so it is vital that you keep it up-to-date.

More specific training on how to complete the tracker will be provided in the early part of the course. As an overview, there are different sections on the tracker that you have to complete as follows:

Weekly tracker

- Set the agenda for your weekly mentor meeting and make brief notes (up to 150 words) of what was discussed.
- Record the strengths and targets from your officially observed lesson each week. Strengths and targets should be written exactly as worded on the lesson observation proforma.
- Record your key reflection for the week.

Teachers’ Standards

- On a regular basis use the tracker to reflect on and review your progress towards the Standards.
- Highlight the statements that make up each of the standards you feel you have met in the phase that you are teaching in.
- This has to be supported by evidence that you have met particular strands of the Standards ready to be discussed with your mentor twice a half term. In a typical 6 week half term this would be once in week 3 or 4 and once at the End of Phase review meeting in week 5 or 6.
- For the End of Phase Review meeting complete in advance the reflection sections on the tracker based on the overall progress you have made over the term. These reflections will populate the corresponding sections on the PPP form that your mentor will use to grade your progress towards meeting each of the Standards.
Lesson Observations

Trainees should be given informal feedback (‘what went well’) and even better if’s) after every lesson.

Every week, they should have one formal observation, preferably by the mentor but, once every two weeks, this can be by an experienced class teacher/post-holder within the department, or the Professional Tutor, using the lesson observation form. Please note, that one of the targets should have a subject specific focus such as those below.

Media Subject Specific Pedagogy

This is by no means a comprehensive list but could include some of the following:

**TEACHING INSTITUTIONS**

- Structure of the global media market
- Knowledge of film institutions and issues facing the industry
- Knowledge of television institutions and issues facing the industry
- Knowledge of music industry institutions and issues facing the industry
- Knowledge of video games institutions and issues facing the industry
- Knowledge of press institutions and issues facing the industry
- Knowledge of ‘new media’ institutions and issues facing the industry
- Knowledge of regulatory institutions e.g. BBFC, PCC, OfCOM and issues they face

**TEACHING MEDIA FORMS**

- Understanding of denotation and connotation
- Confident understanding of purpose and function of cinematography in the construction of media texts
- Confident understanding of purpose and function of mise en scene in the construction of media texts
- Confident understanding of purpose and function of editing in the construction of media texts
- Confident understanding of purpose and function of sound in the construction of media text
- Ability to deconstruct print based texts
- Ability to deconstruct moving image texts
- Ability to deconstruct ‘new media’ texts
- Understanding and application of narrative theories e.g. Propp, Todorov, Levi Strauss
- Genre theory and application to at least two media

**TEACHING REPRESENTATION**

- Awareness of how stereotyping can be conceived
- Understanding of theoretical debates about Ideological effects of media
- Theories of representation of gender e.g. Mulvey or Butler
- Theories of representation of ‘race’/ethnicity e.g. Hall or Gilroy

**TEACHING AUDIENCE**

- Identification of Target audience (age/gender/class/ethnicity etc)
- Knowledge of Quantitative research methods
- Qualitative research methods
- Awareness of Passive audience models eg. mass manipulation
- Awareness of active audience models, eg. Uses and gratifications

**TEACHING PRACTICAL SKILLS**

- Basic digital video editing, eg. Movie Maker, iMovie
- Advanced digital video editing, eg. Premiere, Final Cut, Avid, Vegas, After Effects
- DTP, eg. InDesign, Illustrator
- Image Manipulation, eg. Photoshop
- Sound editing e.g. Audacity, Garageband, Logic
- Web design e.g. Dreamweaver
- Production logistics e.g. recces, risk assessment etc
**TEACHING SKILLS**

a) **Questioning**

- Create a culture of extended student answers & *student* questions – reasoning is the norm.
- Ask authentic questions: shift identity roles & be a learner
- Plan open, higher-order questions, requiring: analysis, inference, synthesis, evaluation/comparison, hypothesis, speculation BUT... Don’t worry if it’s a weak question
- ‘What’s going on here?’ in a dialogic science lesson can work, as pupils will treat question as exploratory
- Wait time, Gall (1970)
- Use class-pair-class to deepen thinking – EAL, SEN, girls
- Avoid pseudo-questions & cueing: ‘it begins with A...’
- Chip away at the IRF: avoid evaluating & closing sequence
- Use expression & body-language to show interest instead
- See Bloom’s taxonomy of higher-order thinking
- Ask fewer but richer BIG, inquiry questions
- Avoid scatter-gun questions: stay longer with each student (see Alexander, 2000)
- FOLLOW UP: probe student’s thinking
- ‘Take up’ words & ideas from student’s response to probe precisely & give value: ‘But why *blue*? What are the associations?’
- Pass the ball, from peer to peer, across class: What do the rest of you think of Jake’s point?
- Student throws toy rat to ask a peer a question!
- Speculate, make a personal statement, predict, observe, play devil’s advocate: ‘I found the last part of that argument intriguing...’ ‘I wonder what would happen if...’ ‘Some people would argue that...’

b) **Pair/Group Talk:**

- Plan groupings, no ICT ‘random generator’: 4-5 max, mixed-sex, diagonal seating: consider personality-mix, ability (mixed is often best), non-friendship (though could put 2 same-sex pairs of friends together for security); consider where to put EAL & SEN to maximise their learning & confidence; consider social class – i.e. mix pupils up, not reinforcing ability & social-class divisions.
- Keep groups stable for a few weeks, to develop trust, working relationships and rapport – pupils MUST feel at ease with peers
- Induct students in ground-rules, expectations & language of group talk: display *their* ‘rules’ around class & refer to them each time e.g. Ground-rules for talk:
  - Everyone must join in (be prompted to do this, by questions and encouragement by others)
  - All opinions must be listened to & respected
  - The group must try to reach agreement (or agree to disagree)
  - You should develop your own talk, giving reasons or evidence for your opinions
  - Challenges are good, if reasons are given
  - Don’t just agree, but try to develop others’ points, using *more* reasons or evidence (e.g. facts, quotations)
  - Keep asking questions: why? where’s the evidence? what do you mean?
- Set structured, higher-order, collaborative, *timed* task: problem-solve, compare, evaluate, e.g. ‘diamond’ sorting tasks.
- Raise status of group talk & emphasise process: written outcome must not dominate: Praise students for talking well in groups, giving precise feedback, ‘Well done for staying on task today & I heard lots of ‘why?’ questions. Next week, let’s focus on giving more reasons, too!’
- Monitor groups, without over-intervening & taking over
- Listen at a distance, using body-language & expression to show interest
• Practise weekly; try out roles (Chair, scribe, questioner, devil’s advocate, messenger) Be flexible: roles can be rigid; Chairs need rotating
• Students to reflect on quality of talk as group, set targets for next talk - Talk about talk! Good questions? Roles in talk? Dominance? Gender?
• Model ‘how to talk like a scientist...musician’ with another student or a TA to rest of the class. Show them how to do it, then ask them to practise
• Model how to seek help of peers in a group: be persistent & ask precise questions - and to give help – give precise explanations (Webb & Mastergeorge, 2009). Model useful talk strategies (polite disagreement?)
• Use sentence stems on IWB: I agree because… why do you think that? But don’t you think…? ‘Maybe it means…’ or use ‘chance’ cards
• Challenge pupils’ expectations about talk. Talk for Learning is not about performing to a class: it involves collaborating and creating fresh ideas, by jointly constructing meaning with peers
• Reflect on how you act & speak in different parts of lesson: be dialogic and LISTEN to students, without talking: give them the floor in groups and expect them to become mature & responsible, over time, staying on task & taking responsibility for the group’s progress & for quality talk
• Be prepared to do pair/group talk with your most challenging groups: research shows they will benefit the most (Mercer/Littleton, 2007; Coultas, 2007)
• But use earlier structured, timed approach, building up to longer group discussions
• Effective group talk doesn’t just happen because of a creative task: it builds gradually, with practice, guidance & when students respect/trust peers and are given responsibility to act more independently, using each other, not the teacher, as a source of understanding
• Experiment with different types of grouping and task. Eg: Home & Envoy ( 5 envoy grps research 5 topics. 1 member of each returns to ‘home’ grps & is responsible for feeding back on their specialist topic – see Coultas book).
Trainee-Mentor Meeting Programme

Trainees are entitled to one hour a week with their mentor and it is essential to make the most of this opportunity. Trainees must keep a detailed record of the meetings.

The following recommended programme for mentor sessions is provided as a guide and is designed to relate to the Professional Studies programme at University.

Trainees should prepare for each meeting in advance.
- Identifying the suggested focus for the week using the programme (below), and confirming agreement with their mentor. This programme is flexible and trainees or mentors can negotiate another focus to meet individual needs at any time.
- Reflecting on their progress against the Teachers’ Standards since the last mentor meeting using the Professional Practice Profile tracker.
- Reflecting on the overall school based training over the past week.
- Reviewing what progress has been made towards current targets during the week, with reference to lesson evaluations or other sources.
- Agreeing an agenda for the meeting with mentor in advance of the meeting.

After the meeting trainees should:
- Make additional comments on progress if requested.
- Ensure the on-line Professional Practice Tracker has been updated.
- Complete a ‘To Do’ list as required.

Once a half term, trainees should update their Professional Practice Tracker by:
- Highlighting the relevant, agreed upon statements that best reflect their progress against the Teachers’ Standards after discussing this with the mentor. Note where the evidence can be found that demonstrates the progress made.
- Keeping a summary of key discussion points.
- Identifying targets (coming out of the discussion) for the forthcoming weeks and strategies for achieving them.

After the meeting mentors should:
- Check that the notes taken during the meeting correspond to your understanding of the discussion.

Weeks Beginning – 3rd, 10th and 17th September 2018
University induction weeks for all

On non-university days (Monday 3rd and Tuesday 4th September), School Direct Trainees should attend INSET days and shadow induction for year 7 and/or sixth form, attend department meetings and make themselves known to other trainees at the school.

Mentor should start preparing trainee’s timetable following mentor training on Sept 20th.

Week Beginning – 24th September 2018
Session 1 - Focus: Trainee’s individual differentiated needs
Trainees should be prepared to discuss their strengths and areas for development. For example, their:
- Prior experience
- Subject knowledge strengths and ‘gaps’; the reading carried out before the course.
Mentors should:
- identify and suggest useful areas to research for subject gaps, where possible.
- Finalise trainee’s timetable
- Identify out of class opportunities were the trainee could contribute
- Set provisional targets for development
- Make available schemes of work and syllabuses for BTEC, GCSE, A-level etc.

**Week Beginning – 1st October 2018**

**Session 2 - Focus: Lesson planning and students' individual needs incl. use of IWB**
- Observations – trainee should observe all of the classes they will be teaching, plus a range of other teachers
- Preparing for joint planning – devising clear learning outcomes. (Lessons should be team-taught: trainee to take starter/other activities when ready; mentor to take the rest of the lessons).
- Information on pupils’ CATS/SATS scores, SEN info, IEPs etc on classes to be taught
- Help with Subject tasks
- Who to contact in school SENCO etc
- Which IWB software is used in the department? Does the trainee require some time for learning a new program etc?

**Week Beginning – 8th October 2018**

**Session 3 - Focus: Behaviour management**
- Trainees should teach at least one starter/ part of a lesson or team teach a lesson this week
- Strategies for creating an orderly and purposeful environment
- Establishing rules and routines
- Use of voice, body language, Teacher ‘geography’ in the classroom
- Use of praise, rewards and sanctions

**Week Beginning 15th October 2018**

**Session 4 – Focus: First teaching tasks**
- Trainees should teach at least one whole class lesson this week
- Mentoring session should focus on reviewing this session and agreeing targets.
- Discussion of Applying Professional Knowledge assignment – a possible class and pedagogical approach; rationale
- Completion of Tracker and Professional Practice Profile A (due 19th Oct)

**Week beginning – 22nd October 2018 – Half Term/ Directed Study Time Week for all trainees**

**Week Beginning – 29th October 2018 (Directed Study Time for Brighton and Hove trainees)**

**Session 5 – Focus: Differentiation (SEN) and working with TA**
- Look at departmental strategies for different needs and abilities, especially SEN (incl. EAL)
- Planning differentiated tasks and lessons
- Pupil groupings and peer teaching/support
- Effective planning for using TAs
- Planning for teaching for upcoming weeks
- Trainee should be teaching 2 – 3 lessons of a KS3 class
- Finalise APK focus
Week Beginning – 5th November 2018
Session 6 - Focus: AFL and Transition
- Introducing department mark schemes and policy including how to mark formatively, using self and peer-assessment effectively; DIRT activities
- Identifying assessment opportunities – when might they occur/be planned for (incl. homework)?
- Mid term planning and short term planning with a focus on trainee’s classes
- Arrangements for pupil transition (trainee will need to visit feeder school for 1 – 2 days before Christmas)
- Trainee should be teaching 2 – 3 lessons of a KS3 class and planning to take another class next week

Week Beginning – 12th November 2018
Session 7 – Focus: Teaching GCSE/Level 2 BTEc
- Review of subject knowledge development
- Planning for teaching KS4 – looking at exam syllabus and SOW
- Assessment at KS4 using numerical grades - discussion of individual pupil work including some moderation of marked pieces.

Week Beginning – 19th November 2018
Session 8 - Focus: Pedagogy for writing and ideas for the more able
- Effective strategies for teaching writing e.g. modelling, using visualisers, shared writing, talk for writing, writing frames, word banks
- Discussion of school policy for more able/ G and T
- How to stretch and challenge more able in media

Week Beginning – 26th November 2018
Session 9 - Focus: Working with data and e-learning
- Information on pupils’ CATS/SATS scores, SEN info, targets, IEPs etc on trainees’ classes
- How is data used to inform planning, track progress and improve learning?
- What data is used in the school/department?
- How to use this and local/national data
- Consider how eLearning is used in the school and department
- How to use iPads/cameras in a lesson – discussion of how trainee can get involved with BBC School Report
- Consider opportunities for using the school’s Learning Platform to enhance student learning

Week Beginning – 3rd December 2018
Session 10 - Focus: Modelling and Questioning
- Use of modelling to promote student understanding - consider this as a focus of an observation
- How is questioning used? Consider this as a focus of an observation
- Types of questioning e.g. Closed/Open, High/Low order, Thinking time, involving all pupils
- Developing and planning appropriate questions
- Trainee should be teaching approx. 8 hrs a week

Week Beginning – 11th December 2017
Session 11 - Focus: Assessment for Learning – feedback and assessment
- Review of subject knowledge development
- Developing assessment criteria
- Giving oral and written feedback
- Peer and self-assessment
- Assessing without Levels (KS3)
- Discussion of APK (evaluation of SOW)
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- Review Tracker and completion of Professional Practice Profile B (due Dec 14th)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week Beginning – 7th January 2019 Session 12 - Focus: Personalised Learning and review of term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning differentiated tasks, especially for EAL learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brief discussion about progress of Applying Professional Knowledge assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of trainee progress including subject knowledge and target setting for Spring term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week Beginning – 14th January 2019 Session 13 - Focus: Applying for Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing a job application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview techniques; what would you look for in a candidate?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week Beginning – 21st January 2019 Session 14 - Focus: Review of folders and SKAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review of subject knowledge development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking paperwork – lesson plans and evaluations, class data sheets/ mark books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing evidence for Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of Tracker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week Beginning – 28th January 2019 Session 15 - Focus: Assessment and student progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting assessment information to parents/guardians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeding back to pupils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What does an outstanding learning in this subject look like? How can you work towards this?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of mark book and assessment records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking of progress over longer term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of support strategies for targeted pupils, e.g. SEN/ pupil premium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week Beginning – 4th February 2019 Session 16 - Focus: Drama, Media and Creativity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using creative approaches when teaching media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentors and PGCE trainees to meet Placement 2 Trainees/ Mentors on 30th January at university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD trainees to arrange visit to Placement 2 this week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week Beginning – 11th February 2019 Session 17 - Focus: Preparation for Placement 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approaches to ‘A’ level teaching if available – review of syllabus and observation of lessons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or arrange a visit to local 6th form college if not possible during Placement 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of main placement and targets for placement 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion of Professional Practice Profile C referring to Tracker (due 15th Feb)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Week Beginning – 18th February – Directed Study Time Week/ Half term |

Spring Term: Start of Placement Two
Week Beginning – 25th February 2019
Session 18 - Focus: Trainee’s individual differentiated needs
- Discuss and review identified strengths and targets from first placement and agree priorities.
- Identify out of class opportunities were the trainee could contribute
- Induction into department – SOW etc
- Relevant contacts in school SENCO etc
- Information on pupils’ CATS/SATS scores, SEN info, IEPs etc on classes to be taught
- What data is used in the dept?
- Discussion of timetable – trainee should be teaching 12 hrs by Easter

Week Beginning – 4th March 2019
Session 19 - Focus: Assessment Policy and Transition (KS4 to KS5)
- Department assessment policy; use of levels/paths; setting up markbook for new classes
- Trainee to mark student work; mentor to moderate
- KS4 continuity and progression
- Approaches to ‘A’ level teaching if available – review of syllabus and observation of lessons or arrange a visit to local 6th form college if not possible
- Trainees to be teaching 9 – 10 hrs per week

Week Beginning – 11th March 2019
Session 20 - Focus: Working with parents/guardians
- Tracking student progress and personalised targets
- Report writing
- Arrangements for participation in meeting with parents
- When and how to phone home – what to say/not to say, school procedures etc

Week Beginning – 18th March 2019
Session 21 - Focus: Working with Teaching Assistants and SEN students
- How Teaching Assistants are used in the department
- Ideas for working effectively with Teaching Assistants
- Strategies for managing the learning of pupils with specific disabilities especially dyslexia and Speech and Language difficulties
- Review Tracker

Week Beginning 25th March 2019
Session 22 – Focus: Review; exploring reading for pleasure at KS3
- SKA review
- Standards evidence review
- Discussion of wider reading opportunities and focus on how to promote

Week Beginning – 1st April 2019
Session 23 - Focus: Reviewing individual needs and progress,
- Review of trainee progress
- Target setting for Summer term
- Planning requirements for Summer term
- Trainees should be teaching 12 hrs
Completion of Professional Practice Profile D using evidence from Tracker (by Friday 5th April 2019)

Summer Term
Week Beginning – 22\textsuperscript{nd} April 2019
Session 24 - Focus: 14-19 courses, examination work and moderation
- \textit{School Direct trainees returning to Main Placement, should be teaching 12 hrs a week}
- Review of subject knowledge development
- 14-19 courses and qualifications – what is offered
- Assessing GCSE (and A Level, where applicable) course/exam work using exam board criteria; trainee to mark; mentor to moderate
- Review Tracker

Week Beginning – 29\textsuperscript{th} April 2019
Session 25 - Focus: Assessment at KS3 and Outstanding Lessons
- Assessment at KS3 – discussion/ moderation of individual pupil work
- Reporting assessment information to parents/guardians
- What does an outstanding lesson in this subject look like? How can you work towards this? Trainee should have observed some ‘outstanding’ teachers in the school – reflection and analysis
- Optional EPK: discussion of possible research questions

Week Beginning – 6\textsuperscript{th} May 2019
Session 26 - Focus: Diversity, Equal Opportunities and Meeting Individual Needs
- Strategies for working with EAL pupils
- Consideration of issues relating to: Gender; Ethnic groups; Class
- Target-setting for individuals
- Review of subject knowledge development
- Review of progress and Portfolio

Week Beginning – 13\textsuperscript{th} May and 20\textsuperscript{th} May
Session 28 - Focus: preparation for RPK and NQT year
- Identify targets for NQT year
- The NQT Year
Completion of Professional Practice Profile E using Tracker (by Friday 24\textsuperscript{th} May 2019)

Week Beginning 27\textsuperscript{th} May – Half Term

Week Beginning 3\textsuperscript{rd} June – until Thursday 6\textsuperscript{th} June
- Salaried Schools Directs and anyone requiring catch up days will be in school
- English and Media trainees will be in school
- Those opting for the EPK assignment may still be in school, conducting research, not teaching
- All other trainees will be on Enrichment Week

Enrichment Week
- Mon – Thurs there will be a range of enrichment activities to choose from including:
- Visit to an alternative placement e.g. PRU/ College/ hospital/ prison
- Cross-curricular day

Friday 7\textsuperscript{th} June
- Final day of course for all trainees

Week Beginning 10\textsuperscript{th} June
- English and Media trainees will be in school
**Academic Assignment – the ‘APK’**

During the Autumn term, the trainee should begin working on their Applying Professional Knowledge (APK) essay. It would be helpful if the mentor could guide the trainee towards an appropriate class and pedagogical approach e.g. teaching multimodal literacy with year 10 unit on video games. Details of the assignment are given below.

In consultation with your curriculum tutor and mentor, identify an appropriate topic in your specialist curriculum and/or phase to develop a unit of work or sequence of lessons.

Using established school based models, research literature and electronic resources as appropriate, critically reflect upon different approaches to both teaching and learning and outline how your own unit of work develops existing practice and responds to the specific needs of pupils in your professional practice placement.

The unit of work/sequence of lessons should be designed so that it could be taught over a period of approximately 4 - 6 hours pupil contact time as a norm. The lessons should be taught in part or in full during professional practice in the Autumn, or first part of the Spring terms.

Advice should be sought from your curriculum tutor and mentor about the overall learning objectives and the most appropriate time to plan and teach the lessons. Enough time should be left to ensure that all issues arising from its teaching and assessment should be fully evaluated.

The assignment itself should therefore include the following:

A Rationale - this should include a discussion on why the topic selected should be taught, how it responds to statutory requirements in your subject area/phase as well as the local needs of the pupils you teach. It should explain why teaching and learning approaches have been adopted, an analysis of how pedagogic theory informed planning as well as how pupil learning is assessed. A variety of scholarship should underpin this discussion.

The Unit of Work/Lesson Sequence - this should include an overview grid outlining objectives and learning outcomes, more detailed lesson plans, teaching and learning resources and assessment activities and criteria. Individual taught lessons will also include evaluations on an agreed format.

Evaluation - this should reflect upon the overall impact of the lessons on pupil learning as well as issues emerging from individual lessons. Strong assignments will include critical analysis which pick up on issues discussed in the rationale and relate these to relevant literature and scholarship. If teaching every lesson has been difficult then critical reflections upon how prior teaching episodes informed the planning process should be included. The evaluation should conclude with a clear indication of how this lesson sequence planning could be developed.
Academic Assignment: Exploring Professional Knowledge (the ‘EPK’)

THIS MODULE IS OPTIONAL AND IS ADDITIONAL TO THE PGCE AWARD

In consultation with your curriculum tutor and mentor, carry out small scale school based research and present a case study of an aspect of teaching or learning in your curriculum area/phase. Subject to negotiation with curriculum and professional tutors a broader focus on a whole school issue may be agreed.

This module requires you to design, conduct, evaluate and report on a very small-scale empirical study conducted in your own professional context. It enables you to develop your practical and theoretical understanding of research methods and your critical understanding of a particular topic.

Those opting for this module will be offered an introduction to research methods and should evaluate the entire process, critically engaging with, and applying methodological literature throughout. You will, thereby, develop a practical and intellectual understanding of key research paradigms, enquiry methods and processes, including the importance of ethical considerations, reflexivity and researcher positioning and other key research concepts.

Objectives and Links to the Teachers’ Standards

The purpose of this assessment is to strengthen knowledge and understanding through wider reading of literature and investigations within the school context. It provides an opportunity for the initial development of research methods and promotes reflection on how to improve professional practice. As such it empowers trainees to take responsibility for their own professional development. Links with the Teachers’ Standards will be dependent on the chosen focus. In all cases this assignment offers trainees the opportunity to make progress towards: 8 Fulfill wider professional responsibilities

Guidance

This assignment is a substantial piece of work, carried out during Professional Practice 2. Trainees are expected to complete an evidence based research project that investigates a particular facet of teaching and learning using approaches that are appropriate to the enquiry focus. Topics are agreed with the Curriculum Tutor/Mentor, usually in the second half of the Spring term and all trainees are expected to submit a written proposal and working title in advance. If necessary trainees will need to submit for ethical clearance in advance of data collection. All trainees who opt for this course are expected to attend workshops in the Spring/Summer Terms which explore the nature of the assignment and introduce a variety of research strategies and methods.

Research findings are presented to a panel of assessors and a wider audience of peers and colleagues on Friday 28th June 2019. Candidates will be given no more than 20 minutes to present an overview of their research including the context, research questions, methodology, literature foundations, data analysis, findings and recommendations. In addition trainees will be expected to upload a copy of their presentation slides and an annotated bibliography plus any other supporting documentation to Study Direct by 9.00 on this date.

A focus should be identified, discussed and agreed with your university tutor (following consultations within your mentor and other school colleagues e.g. head of department) no later than Friday 26th April 2019. All trainees are entitled to tutorial support and feedback on 50% of the assignment. Draft assignments should be submitted for formative assessment no later than Friday 7th June 2019. Exemplar materials are provided on the VLE although candidates are warned that the focus and/or assessment brief can change each year so these should be used with caution. Further guidance on preparing for this assignment is issued in a briefing session and in addition Curriculum Tutors may provide subject specific guidance about this assignment.
Absence from School and Professional Expectations

There is limited time for curriculum or mentor sessions and missing one will mean that something vital is missed that will not be repeated.

Please contact your curriculum tutor by email or telephone if you are unable to attend a professional studies or curriculum session.

If you have advanced warning of an absence, then you should seek permission from the university or placement school.

In either case, you should find out what you have missed and fill any gaps. Of course, illness and extreme personal difficulties afflict us all from time to time, and university tutors and mentors will be sympathetic and supportive in the event of personal need. Tutors, however, must be kept informed.

In school, do remember that teachers are constantly busy and work under immense pressure. Though your mentor is committed to your training and you can expect every support in accordance with the course requirements, do remember the obvious: choose appropriate moments to ask for help, always express thanks to colleagues, be helpful in the department and try to smile even when you are under pressure.

Always thank teachers whose lessons you are observing and make a positive comment/s about a particularly effective or interesting aspect of the lesson: all of us find being observed a somewhat daunting experience!

Other members of the department will play a part in your training. They will share classes, observe and give feedback and discuss aspects of media teaching with you. Much of this inevitably happens in teachers’ ‘non-contact time’ and you can repay this goodwill in a number of ways.

Always be ready to discuss whatever is on the agenda for a lesson or meetings, have lesson plans prepared in advance (24 – 48 hrs minimum prior to the lesson; please note, this is two working days – not evenings or weekends i.e. a lesson to be taught period 3 Monday, should be submitted to class teacher by period 3 Thursday). This will give the teacher the opportunity to offer feedback on the plan in time for you to make the necessary changes.

You need to display initiative in researching new topics and preparing resources that you can share with the department. You can also help spread good practice – you are in a fortunate position as you will be having input from a variety of sources about media education and may experience some new elements of practice that some teachers may not have had access to, so be prepared to share your insights with your colleagues.

Always be professional in your dealings with pupils. Be firm, fair and consistent with them, and make your expectations clear from the start. Never be sarcastic or derogatory to pupils, regardless of their behaviour and try to treat each lesson as a blank sheet, in terms of your expectations, welcoming and smiling at the class to start in a positive mode. Praise pupils whenever possible, but, of course, balance this by applying school sanctions for behaviour management, as appropriate.

Ensure that you are fully prepared to teach pupils, with well planned lessons. Equally, it is very important that pupils receive feedback on any work you set them as soon as possible. Discuss timings for returning pupils’ work with your mentor, but work should not usually be kept by you for longer than a week at the most.
Directed study weeks will take place in school half-terms, allowing you to work on your school lesson-planning, updating subject knowledge and completing university assignments. Curriculum Tutors are available for tutorials during directed study weeks to review assignments or school experience. **Please ensure that you book a set time for these with your tutor in advance.** Tutors will also receive and give feedback on e-mail drafts of assignments.

### Curriculum Tutor School Visits

The curriculum tutor visits each media trainee with a minimum of one per placement. The focus of these school visits is to review trainee progress through a joint lesson observation with the mentor with evaluative feedback and a review of the Professional Progress Tracker. Additional visits can be arranged if necessary at the request of either trainees or mentors.

The purpose of a curriculum tutor visit is to provide the trainee with feedback on their progress, to identify strengths and to develop strategies for improving practice and moderate school-based training. Curriculum tutor visits are therefore nearly always exclusively formative and should **not** be viewed as a kind of formal assessment of classroom practice.

- The curriculum tutor asks trainees to identify suitable visit dates from a list circulated early in the autumn term.
- In the interests of moderation and professional development, it is essential to arrange a joint observation between the mentor and curriculum tutor.
- Once the date and time have been decided, the trainee is expected to notify the mentor and the Professional tutor in school. Please note - trainees will not be visited without notice.
- On most school visits, the curriculum tutor will observe the trainee teach a lesson. In preparation for this visit trainees should prepare a lesson plan (using or based upon the media lesson planning proforma), identify a suitable focus (linked to Teachers’ Standards) and arrange for the curriculum tutor to be guided to the teaching room on arrival.
- Ideally it is helpful if there is time before the lesson to discuss this focus.
- Following the observation, the lesson is reviewed jointly with the mentor. The tutor will also check the trainee’s Professional Progress Tracker after the debrief.
- At the end of the visit the curriculum tutor provides a written report on the visit and the trainee is expected to email their own evaluation to the tutor and keep a copy for their records.
Primary whole day visit

The idea behind visiting a primary school is to ensure that secondary trainees develop their understanding of progression across the Key Stages (KS2-3) and understand some of the issues around transition (Year 6-7). This understanding should be holistic as well as subject specific. Whilst you are visiting the primary school you will need to reflect on how this might impact your understanding of your own subject’s curriculum and teaching practices at secondary level. (specifically Year 7?) Your reflections on your primary school visit should be recorded in a written report of 1-2 pages of A4 which will be placed in your RPK portfolio. A writing frame to support your reflections will be provided.

Here are some key issues you might want to consider whilst visiting your primary school that could be reflected on in your end of visit report:

Pre-visit: All these help build up a sense of the purposes, practices and ethos of the school. Read the school’s teaching and learning policy, the school website and the school’s latest Ofsted report to get a broad overview of the school and build up a sense of the purposes, practices and ethos of the school.

Whilst you are visiting:

Spend some of the day with a particular teacher in Upper Key Stage 2 (Year 5 and 6). If it is possible, observe a lesson in your own curriculum area. Consider:

- Methods of teaching and learning with younger children (groupings, pair work, questioning, resources, teacher versus student led learning, differentiation, use of ICT, cross-curricular work, assessment for learning)
- How teachers space the learning over the course of the day and integrate with play
- Expectations of year 6 and 7 pupils
- Teacher-pupil relationships
- Interest and motivation of pupils – rewards used, behaviour management, sanctions
- Organisation of classroom space
- Classroom and school displays
- Literacy – how is this embedded in the lesson and/or across the curriculum?
- Look through pupils’ books – what are the expectations with regards to presentation, grammar, spelling and grammar and marking?

After you visit:

If you have the chance to have a follow up day in the same primary school, take the opportunity of teaching children - possibly in small groups - some aspect of your own specialist curriculum area.

A short note of thanks to the school following each visit is usually appreciated.
Curriculum Studies

Below, please find the sessions we will be covering during induction and on Fridays. Pre-reading will be published before each seminar, and trainees will be expected to bring a hard copy of recommended chapters or notes for discussion.

Induction (first 3 weeks of September)

- An introduction to Media Teaching including different pedagogical 'models' for the teaching media and film; a critical overview of developments in subject through the 20th Century and beyond. This will involve consideration of key policy changes, the role of subject associations, and the significance of particular individuals.
- An introduction to the key concepts of media study in this country: institutions, forms, representation and audience
- Practical activities to support greater competence in still image, moving image, audio and web production.

Autumn, Spring and Summer Term sessions (to include)

- Lesson Planning: focus on effective learning intentions and planning for effective questioning. Please bring resources for a lesson you need to plan, e.g SOW, text, exam syllabus.
- Preparing for the APK (1) : Literature Review: Opportunity to discuss titles and foci
- How to differentiate effectively in media lessons
- Advanced Media Education Theory
- Quantitative and qualitative audience research
- Using Excel for data management
- Promoting numeracy and literacy skills in media classroom
- Suggestions for using AFL effectively at KS3/4/5, including DIRT strategies and giving effective feedback.
- Assessing Practical Work at GCSE/ A level
- Teaching BTEC Media
- How readers learn to decode and read: an introduction to using phonics and other early reading strategies
- Teaching Shakespeare on film
- Pupil Progress and Assessment; Inclusion: Closing The Gap in media
- G+T– This session will focus on identifying and differentiating for students of particularly high-attainment and/or potential in media.
- Various media practical tasks: music video, film trailer, magazine front cover
- Teaching A level Film Studies
- Supporting exam based assessment
- Visit to a school in London
- Visit to a primary school
- Support with APK
- Activities preparing for final RPK assessment and professional dialogue interview

Media courses are going through considerable curriculum change at GCSE and A level so there is a flexibility to respond to your ‘on the ground’ experience by nominating sessions that would support your own professional development.
Organisation

As with any professional training, there is a certain amount of paperwork generated during the course. It is therefore essential that trainees establish a system for organisation from the beginning of the year. The following files need to be set up:

- **Teaching Experience Files** (one for each of the two placements) – these should be divided by the classes you teach and should contain material from your school placements, including and in this order: pupil data/classlists (CAT and NC test scores; reading ages; target levels; SEN or Gifted & talented data, individual comments on each student), all schemes of work (school and trainee’s own), lesson plans, classroom resources, observation records, and assessment information - copies of pupils’ marked work, your records of assessment for all pupils and other school assessment materials, e.g. pupil reports (see the main handbook for more details).

- **Reflecting on Professional Knowledge Portfolio (RPK)** – this is your personal tracking document, enabling you to chart your progress towards achieving the Standards. This file will contain any audits completed, Professional Practice Profiles (summative reports from both placements), completed directed tasks, and other key documents (full details in the main handbook). It will be reviewed regularly by your mentor and curriculum tutors. You should update your subject audit with evidence, at the designated dates but try to do it half-termly.

- **Curriculum File** – this should contain media session outlines, readings & handouts with your own notes and reflections on your curriculum sessions.

- **Professional Studies File** – this should contain your notes, handouts and documents issued as part of your general professional studies programme on wider school issues, combining the knowledge and understanding gained from sessions at university with that gained in your school programme.

**Trainees are required to provide evidence throughout the year to demonstrate that they are meeting the QTS Standards. Guidance is in the main handbook. This will be assessed during the RPK interviews.**

Planning your time

Many teachers use a planner document like this:

These are really useful as they have a day per page for you to map out what you are doing in your lessons and help you plan ahead.

You can buy them online from: http://www.edplanbooks.com/

You don’t have to buy them, but other trainees have found them really helpful in the past.

You may prefer to use an electronic diary such as Outlook on a tablet or laptop. The principle is the same - programme in all key events and deadlines.

- **Note the key dates for assignments** (proposals, drafts and deadlines etc)
Note the key dates for assessments (progress updates, professional practice profiles and cause for concern)

Note the days that you may be finishing late (mentor meetings, open evenings, parents’ consultation evenings)

Make sure that you do not plan family/friend events at times that seem very busy on the calendar.

Build in time that is ‘holiday’ to ensure that you are not too tired throughout the year.

Useful stationery

For you to use in lessons

- Board pens
- Highlighters
- Blu tac
- Stickers or stampers to use as rewards eg http://www.superstickers.com/c/3768/products/stampers?gclid=CLrSg-emksCFUvltAodhD0Cug but there are other similar web sites

For your students

You will find it helpful to have a supply of cheap pens and pencils to lend to the less organized students in your class – it saves a lot of time and trouble in lessons but do check departmental policy on bringing equipment.

VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT - CANVAS

The Media Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) has proved to be a valuable way of communicating and supporting trainees. Essentially the VLE provides a platform to enable different types of communication and learning to take place and includes the following facilities:

- help and discussion forums
- news items
- sharing resources
- subject mini-assignment submission
- feedback facilities
- sharing teaching ideas
- important forms
- a social space

The Sussex University VLE uses Canvas. It can be accessed directly at: https://canvas.sussex.ac.uk/. After logging in, the Canvas home page will appear and you will see a list of course sites. Click on PGCE Media 2018-19 for the Media course site. This site is for both PGCE and SD trainees. Further information on Canvas will be given in a lecture and curriculum session. From time to time we will ask you to upload your informal assignments, good lesson ideas, your resources or specific notes relating to your Directed Tasks.

Canvas is also the primary method of communicating with subject groups when trainees are off campus. The central course VLE is called ‘Reflecting on Professional Knowledge’ and is used to send reminders and announcements and to host discussion forums. Canvas therefore plays a vital part in facilitating and supporting your learning both in the university and in school and is an important way to keep in contact with your peers. It is essential that you log in to Canvas regularly, particularly when you are away from university in school placements.

Subject Tasks
PGCE and School Direct Training trainees are required to complete the following tasks in their induction week/s and those following.

The idea of these tasks is to enable trainees to develop their reflective skills, subject and pedagogic knowledge and understanding, through reading and focused observations. Trainees should be prepared to discuss their findings at university in curriculum or mentor sessions.

**ST1. Teaching a ‘starter’ activity for GCSE or A Level Media Studies or A Level Film Studies or BTEC. on 12th September**

Working on your own, you will present a ‘starter’ activity to your peers on an area of media or film study. This will involve researching the area to ensure complete understanding and then creating an imaginative way of teaching it to a KS4 or 5 groups. You will submit all the preparation for this starter, including presentation notes/handouts and PowerPoint slides or audio/visual extracts so that these can be reproduced for your peers.

**ST2. Peer teaching on a Subject Gap: Presentation to tutor and peers on Friday, 5th October**

Choose a gap, in discussion with your school-based trainer and curriculum tutor and research this area. You will each do a 10-15 minute presentation on this gap. You will also submit all the written material you have used for this presentation, including slides and supporting information, with a bibliography. Include a brief outline of where the area of subject knowledge chosen fits, in terms of the relevant syllabus/assessment criteria for GCSE Media Studies or A Level Media or Film Studies. It is useful to cite relevant GCSE/A Level criteria for all topics to ensure that you have addressed these in some detail. Examples include:

1. The impact of Social Networking on youth audiences
2. The future of Public Service Broadcasting
3. Detailed semiotic analysis of high fashion magazines
4. Changing relationships within the music industry in the downloading age
5. Author study on Pedro Almodovar
6. Genre and videogames

**ST3 Lesson Observation which focuses on Lesson Planning and/or Behaviour Management: due Friday 12th October**

Choose one class to observe and using the observation sheet in this handbook, identify the learning objectives, i.e. what the teacher wanted these pupils to learn.

Note the structure of the lesson, which texts and other resources were used (e.g. handouts, worksheets and ICT), teaching and learning strategies (including whole-class and group work, questions asked etc.), differentiation (e.g. pupil groupings, differentiated tasks and worksheets) and how the learning was consolidated (e.g. plenary session, homework).

Reflect on whether the learning objectives seemed to have been met for the majority of pupils, that is, whether most were able to access the lesson and develop their understanding of the topic.

Identify particular strengths of the lesson, in relation to pupil achievement/understanding/progress and motivation. Reflect on the approach to pedagogy in this lesson, for example, did the lesson follow a four-part lesson structure?
What objectives were used? Did the teacher use types of formative assessment to identify what pupils know, understand and can do, e.g. questioning, monitoring group or written work and peer or self-assessment?

Identify which strategies you found to be most effective and explain why. Consider how comfortable you would be using these strategies and explain your reasons.

Analyse the balance of the use of praise versus sanctions.

- How consistent was the teacher?
- How did the teacher use the language of choice or consequences?
- How did the dynamics of the class change according to the strategies used?
- How did the behaviour affect the learning?
- Note the seating plan and how this affected the behaviour.
- Note the time of day and how far this affected the behaviour.
- Note the entrance and exit: what strategies did the teacher use to manage behaviour at the start and end of the lesson?

Please use the form provided to record your observations.

ST4: Academic Writing Task due on Friday 19th October

Write a 1000 word summary of history of media study in the UK. Refer to key phases, approaches and researchers/practitioners.

ST5 Media for Pleasure at KS4/5 Due 26th April, 2018

From a list of media texts, choose three to add to the Sussex Media PGCE blog

What you liked/disliked about it; whether you would recommend it and who to?
Whether you would you teach it or if it should just be saved for wider immersion in media
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION PROFORMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date:</th>
<th>School:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School Type:</td>
<td>Class:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject:</td>
<td>Teacher:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students: T:</td>
<td>F:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teaching materials:

Condition of classroom, walls/ noticeboards:

Focus: (see below for ideas)

Seating plan: seats/board/teacher’s position/observer’s position/door/windows etc.

Other observations

- Lesson objectives (on board? Referred to? In pupil language?)
- How pupils enter class
- Teacher greeting and introduction to lesson
- Ground-rules implicit (bags off table, coats off, sch uniform checked, silence, books & pens out)
- 1st set of instructions – is it repeated? Clear? On IWB as well as spoken?
- Lesson structure – is it announced? What form does it take?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Teacher activity</th>
<th>Student activity</th>
<th>Observations/remarks/analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Post-Lesson reflections by observer, if needed

Observation guidelines and focus points

Always use a focus – e.g. one of the QTS Standards.

- Teacher talk: instructions, explanations, questioning;
- Pace – fast enough but balanced with slower episodes of writing/talk?; transitions – what can you learn from these – instructions for them?
- behaviour management (including dealing with low-level disruption), including: Lesson openings and Lesson endings or parts of the lesson ending – how is this achieved? Use plenaries and mini plenaries?
- Is there an illustrative event in your class re class management or pupil learning that you could write about at greater length?
- lesson planning
- type and range of learning activities: media concept; individual, pair, group, whole-class – balance? How are groups and pairs organised?
- Differentiation – which types in evidence? Use of TA (planned for?), differentiated resources; teacher talk and monitoring of pupils/groups; group or pair peer support; differentiated task; differentiated by outcome
- Resources – IWB, hard-copies, differentiated?
Know your acronyms

Education is littered with acronyms. Here are a few to start you off.

ADHD – Attention Deficit Disorder
AEN – Additional Educational Need
AFL – Assessment for Learning
AHT – Assistant Headteacher
ASD – Autistic Spectrum Disorder
APK – Applying Professional Knowledge
APS – Average Point Score
AUP – Acceptable Use Policy
BFL – Behaviour for Learning
BSD – Behavioural and Social Difficulties
CAMHS – Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services
C4C – Cause for Concern
CATs – Cognitive Ability Tests
CLA – Children Looked After (replaces LAC – Looked after Child)
CP – Child Protection
CPD – Continuing Professional Development
CS – Curriculum Studies
CT – Curriculum Tutor
DfE – Department for Education
DHT – Deputy Headteacher
DST – Directed Study Time
EAL – English as an Additional Language
EBD – Emotional and behavioural difficulties
EBI – Even Better If
EPK – Exploring Professional Knowledge
EWO – Education Welfare Officer
FFT – Fischer Family Trust
HAPs – Higher Ability Pupils
HI – Hearing Impairment
HLTA – Higher Level Teaching Assistant
HoD – Head of Department
HoY – Head of Year
ITE – Initial Teacher Education
ITT – Initial Teacher Training
LAPs – Lower Ability Learners
MAPs – Middle Ability Leaners
MEA – Media Education Association
MLD – Mild Learning Difficulties
NATE – National Association of Teachers of English
NASUWT – National Association of Schoolmasters and Union of Women Teachers
NEET – Not in Education, Employment and Training
NLT – National Literacy Trust
PP – Pupil Premium (previously FSM – Free School Meals)
PPA – Planning, Preparation and Assessment (on a teacher’s timetable)
PPP – Professional Practice Profile (terminal professional practice assessments written by schools)
PS – Professional Studies
PUR – Progress Update report
RAISE – Reporting and Analysis for Improvement through Self Evaluation
REV – Review Time
ROE – Record of Evidence
RPK – Reflecting on Professional Knowledge
SATs – Standard Attainment Tests
SEF – School Evaluation Form
SENCO – Special Educational Need Co-ordinator
SEND – Special Educational Needs and Disability
SIMS – Schools Information Management System
SKA – Subject Knowledge Audit
SKE – Subject Knowledge Enhancement Course
SLT – Senior Leadership Team (SMT – School Management Team)
SpLD – Specific Learning Difficulty
TA – Teaching Assistant
TT - Timetable
VLE – Virtual Learning Environment
WWW – What Went Well
Secondary Lesson Observation Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trainee:</th>
<th>School:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date and time:</td>
<td>Subject/Year/Ability:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesson Topic:</td>
<td>Observer(s):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation Focus:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A copy of the completed report should be given to the trainee within 24 hours of the observation.

At least one strength and one target should focus on subject knowledge or subject pedagogy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRESS / STRENGTHS - Please identify emerging areas of progress observed</th>
<th>Teachers’ Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject knowledge/subject pedagogy:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRESS / STRENGTHS – Please identify below any emerging areas of progress observed from outside of this observation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGETS - Please identify areas for development</th>
<th>Ways of addressing targets</th>
<th>Teachers’ Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject knowledge/subject pedagogy:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGETS - Please identify below any emerging targets observed from outside of this observation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Please comment on trainee progress as demonstrated in the lesson

Progress of the trainee:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Has progress been made towards the targets from previous observed lessons?</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please tick ✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In part</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For ongoing concerns, please contact the University based Curriculum Tutor or refer to Support Plan.*

Signed (University Tutor /Mentor/Professional Tutor):.......................................................... Date:..............................

Signed (trainee):...................................................................................................................... Date:..............................
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AREAS OF PROGRESS/STRENGTH (linked to Teachers’ Standards)</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>AREAS FOR DEVELOPMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Trainee Name: ___________________________  Date: ___________________________
1. Set high expectations which inspire, motivate and challenge pupils
- establish a safe and stimulating environment for pupils, rooted in mutual respect.
- set goals that stretch and challenge pupils of all backgrounds, abilities and dispositions.
- demonstrate consistently the positive attitudes, values and behaviour which are expected of pupils.

2. Promote good progress and outcomes by pupils
- be accountable for attainment, progress and outcomes of the pupils.
- plan teaching to build on pupils’ capabilities and prior knowledge.
- guide pupils to reflect on the progress they have made and their emerging needs.
- demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how pupils learn and how this impacts on teaching.
- encourage pupils to take a responsible and conscientious attitude to their own work and study.

3. Demonstrate good subject and curriculum knowledge
- have a secure knowledge of the relevant subject(s) and curriculum areas, foster and maintain pupils’ interest in the subject, and address misunderstandings.
- demonstrate a critical understanding of developments in the subject and curriculum areas, and promote the value of scholarship.
- demonstrate an understanding of and take responsibility for promoting high standards of literacy, articulacy and the correct use of standard English, whatever the teacher’s specialist subject.
- if teaching early reading, demonstrate a clear understanding of systematic synthetic phonics.
- if teaching early mathematics, demonstrate a clear understanding of appropriate teaching strategies.

4. Plan and teach well-structured lessons
- impart knowledge and develop understanding through effective use of lesson time.
- promote a love of learning and children’s intellectual curiosity.
- set homework and plan other out-of-class activities to consolidate and extend the knowledge and understanding pupils have acquired.
- reflect systematically on the effectiveness of lessons and approaches to teaching.
- contribute to the design and provision of an engaging curriculum within the relevant subject area(s).

5. Adapt teaching to respond to the strengths and needs of all pupils
- know when and how to differentiate appropriately, using approaches which enable pupils to be taught effectively.
- have a secure understanding of how a range of factors can inhibit pupils’ ability to learn, and how best to overcome these.
- demonstrate an awareness of the physical, social and intellectual development of children, and know how to adapt teaching to support pupils’ education at different stages of development.
- have a clear understanding of the needs of all pupils, including those with special educational needs; those of high ability; those with English as an additional language; those with disabilities; and be able to use and evaluate distinctive teaching approaches to engage and support them.

6. Make accurate and productive use of assessment
- know and understand how to assess the relevant subject and curriculum areas, including statutory assessment requirements.
- make use of formative and summative assessment to secure pupils’ progress.
- use relevant data to monitor progress, set targets, and plan subsequent lessons.
- give pupils regular feedback, both orally and through accurate marking, and encourage pupils to respond to the feedback.

7. Manage behaviour effectively to ensure a good and safe learning environment
- have clear rules and routines for behaviour in classrooms, and take responsibility for promoting good and courteous behaviour both in classrooms and around the school, in accordance with the school’s behaviour policy.
- have high expectations of behaviour, and establish a framework for discipline with a range of strategies, using praise, sanctions and rewards consistently and fairly.
- manage classes effectively, using approaches which are appropriate to pupils’ needs in order to involve and motivate them.
- maintain good relationships with pupils; exercise appropriate authority, and act decisively when necessary.

8. Fulfil wider professional responsibilities
- make a positive contribution to the wider life and ethos of the school.
- develop effective professional relationships with colleagues, knowing how and when to draw on advice and specialist support.
- deploy support staff effectively.
- take responsibility for improving teaching through appropriate professional development, responding to advice and feedback from colleagues.

Teachers uphold public trust in the profession and maintain high standards of ethics and behaviour, within and outside school, by:
- treating pupils with dignity, building relationships rooted in mutual respect, and at all times observing proper boundaries appropriate to a teacher’s professional position.
- having regard for the need to safeguard pupils’ well-being, in accordance with statutory provisions.
- showing tolerance of and respect for the rights of others.
- not undermining fundamental British values, including democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect, and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs.
- ensuring that personal beliefs are not expressed in ways which exploit pupils’ vulnerability or might lead them to break the law.
- teachers must have proper and professional regard for the ethos, policies and practices of the school in which they teach, and maintain high standards in their own attendance and punctuality.

Part 2
About the Mentor Standards
We have developed the Mentor Standards based on the evidence we found and by reflecting on our own expertise. They are divided into four separate but related areas:

Standard 1 - Personal qualities
Establish trusting relationships, modelling high standards of practice, and empathising with the challenges a trainee faces.

Standard 2 - Teaching
Support trainees to develop their teaching practice in order to set high expectations and to meet the needs of all pupils.

Standard 3 - Professionalism
Induct the trainee into professional norms and values, helping them to understand the importance of the role and responsibilities of teachers in society.

Standard 4 - Self-development and working in partnership
Continue to develop their own professional knowledge, skills and understanding and invest time in developing a good working relationship within relevant ITT partnerships.

Using the Mentor Standards
We considered how the standards should be used and have set out how those in different roles can use the standards to enable the effective discharge of their professional duties.

Mentors should use the standards to:
• understand what is expected of them and see that it is a manageable role;
• enable self-evaluation of practice and help identify areas for further improvement;
• support the delivery of the training plan; and
• induct trainees into the school and the profession.

Aspiring mentors should use the standards to:
• help identify and seek to develop the skills and experience needed to undertake the mentoring role effectively.

Trainees should use the standards to:
• understand what support they can expect from their school-based mentor; and
• develop transferable skills, for example, in lesson observation and feedback.

ITT providers and school leaders should use the standards to:
• raise the status and recognition of the mentoring role;
• bring consistency in mentoring within any agreement made with schools in delivering ITT;
• inform the training of mentors and monitoring of their support to trainees;
• establish rigorous mentor selection processes; and
• enhance the professional development of mentors including developing or identifying training needs.
National standards for school-based initial teacher training (ITT) mentors

Preamble
A mentor is a suitably experienced teacher who has formal responsibility to work collaboratively within the ITT partnership to help ensure the trainee receives the highest quality training.

Mentors have a crucial role to play in supporting teacher trainees during their ITT through to successful teacher accreditation and beyond the early stages of their careers. An effective mentor sets high expectations for pupil achievement, models high-quality teaching, and acts as an ambassador for the profession. ITT providers that have invested in effective mentoring will support trainees to become high-quality teachers, and build their resilience so that they are more likely to remain in teaching once their initial training is complete.

The Standards below set out the minimum expectations for those working as school-based ITT mentor.

The Mentor Standards

Standard 1 - Personal qualities

Establish trusting relationships, modelling high standards of practice, and understand how to support a trainee through initial teacher training

The mentor should:
• Be approachable, make time for the trainee, and prioritise meetings and discussions with them;
• use a range of effective interpersonal skills to respond to the needs of the trainee;
• offer support with integrity, honesty and respect;
• use appropriate challenge to encourage the trainee to reflect on their practice; and
• support the improvement of a trainee’s teaching by modelling exemplary practice in planning, teaching and assessment.

Standard 2 – Teaching

Support trainees to develop their teaching practice in order to set high expectations of all pupils and to meet their needs

The mentor should:
• support the trainee in forming good relationships with pupils, and in developing effective behaviour and classroom management strategies;
• support the trainee in developing effective approaches to planning, teaching and assessment;
• support the trainee with marking and assessment of pupil work through moderation or double marking;
• give constructive, clear and timely feedback on lesson observations;
• broker opportunities to observe best practice;
• support the trainee in accessing expert subject and pedagogical knowledge;
• resolve in-school issues on the trainee’s behalf where they lack the confidence or experience to do so themselves;
• enable and encourage the trainee to evaluate and improve their teaching; and
• enable the trainee to access, utilise and interpret robust educational research to inform their teaching.
Standard 3 – Professionalism

Set high expectations and induct the trainee to understand their role and responsibilities as a teacher

The mentor should:

• encourage the trainee to participate in the life of the school and understand its role within the wider community;
• support the trainee in developing the highest standards of professional and personal conduct;
• support the trainee in promoting equality and diversity;
• ensure the trainee understands and complies with relevant legislation, including that related to the safeguarding of children; and
• support the trainee to develop skills to manage time effectively.

Standard 4 - Self-development and working in partnership

Continue to develop their own professional knowledge, skills and understanding and invest time in developing a good working relationship within relevant ITT partnerships.

The mentor should:

• ensure consistency by working with other mentors and partners to moderate judgements; and
• continue to develop their own mentoring practice and subject and pedagogical expertise by accessing appropriate professional development and engaging with robust research.
Reading Lists

The following is a list of books recommended for each of the key topics taught in the university sessions. These may be supplemented by additional reading, in particular critical reading that needs to be done in advance of each university session.

Further reading will be provided in the Professional Studies lectures and seminars.

The Library has some really useful resources under:

http://guides.lib.sussex.ac.uk/education

Including:

- **Box of Broadcasts (BoB)**  
  Allows the user to view or listen to over 1 million TV and radio programmes, record from 60+ channels, create clips, search transcripts, compile playlists and more

- **Digital Theatre Plus**  
  Offers streamed films of leading British theatre productions for educational use in schools, colleges and universities. Each production is supported by additional content, including interviews with the creative and production teams and written study guides.

**Media Students**


Laughy, D. Media Studies (2009), London, Kamara


**Media Teachers**


**Media Education**


OFCOM (2008) *What is Media Literacy?*,
http://www.ofcom.org.uk/advice/media_literacy/of_med_lit/whatis/


Reading List for Mentors
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